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In a novel of erotic passion and deep commitment from the author of In a novel of erotic passion and deep commitment from the author of My Obsession,My Obsession, an undercover cop finds a an undercover cop finds a

soulmate who surrenders to his healing touch.soulmate who surrenders to his healing touch.

Fiercely independent and determined to free herself from her father’s manipulation, tech expert Kate Fretwell finds

a refuge in L.A.’s elite BDSM dungeon scene as the hot new thing to political and Hollywood A-listers. Still, all that

glitters gets old, and Kate soon tires of the stream of well-heeled masters who expect her to be at their beck and call.

Then she meets a very different kind of Dom—one whose quiet confidence, strength, and command bring her most

willingly to her knees.

Undercover FBI agent Dex Alexander fits right into his assignment to expose terrorist links to one of L.A.’s most

popular clubs. The case has reawakened a desire to find the perfect companion, and he knows that beautiful,

vulnerable Kate is a woman he could love. But when her father’s corruption unwittingly makes Kate the target of a

bigger enemy, Dex brings her to his Phoenix home—and his dungeon, Club Desire. Here she shows him just how

eager she is to give him everything . . . and more.

Praise for Praise for My AddictionMy Addiction

“It’s a fun, sexy read that will have you wiggling in your seat.”—Once Upon an Alpha—Once Upon an Alpha

“This book had the perfect amount of kink, love, and FBI investigation. All three of my favorite things in one fun
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and sexy-as-hell bundle. No wonder I enjoyed this.”—The Reading Cat—The Reading Cat

“[I] recommend this book for any readers who like the sex/club BDSM sub-genre.”—Ramblings from this Chick—Ramblings from this Chick 

“I was pleasantly surprised with the direction the author took the story and how it ended.”—Sportochick’s Musings—Sportochick’s Musings

“Good chemistry between characters within an interesting story!”—The Romance Experience—The Romance Experience

My Addiction My Addiction is intended for mature audiences. This eBook includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.is intended for mature audiences. This eBook includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
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